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BLOG

HORSE RACING IN
GENERAL
THE ADVENT AND DEVELOPMENT OF
HORSE RACES
The origin of horse racing
For millennia, horse racing consisting of a human challenge by horse interposed, has
unleashed passion in humans. Their exact origins are controversial, indeed, two theories
are neck and neck and stand out.
Some argue that competitions between equines appeared on the Asian continent in
4500 BC Others evoke the existence of the first races in Ancient Greece during the
organization of pan-Hellenic competitions during the 8th century BC Some recent
representations such as the film Ben-Hur or the show "Signe du Triomphe" staged at Puy
du Fou have as their source of inspiration
these ancestral activities of horse racing that we know today.

These works highlight the passion gravitating, in this time, around horse sports. At that
time, the first place of performance created in Rome could accommodate more than
350,000 spectators, including some emperors.
Imagine the pressure felt by the jockeys called, "chariots" who were mostly slaves who
could be set free by emerging victorious. Each of these actors wore the colors, not of
stables but of factions at that time. The factions represented different social classes.
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The dominant English development
A few centuries later, from the Middle Ages, and a few kilometers further, equestrian sport
took another turn across the Channel, the English were one step ahead.
Flat races are very popular. The Royal support and in particular of Jacques Ier is a precious
help in the development of the activity. The English codify and regulate racing and create
the first racecourse in Newmarket in 1512.
They also developed a breeding policy consisting of crossbreeding horses of mainly
Eastern origins favored for their speed. Indeed, the desire to win and the Western discovery
of the Arabian horse is the cause of massive imports of Arabian stallions and mares. It is
from there, that the race of English Thoroughbreds, today Thoroughbreds, appears. The 3
founding stallions at the origin of this breed are Byerley Turk, Darley Arabian and Godolphin
Arabian.
Their products dominate and their successors become the only heads of lines.
Some of them stand out, whether in races or at stud, and become the pillars of the breed.
Take the example of Eclipse born in 1764, undefeated in competition and an exceptional
sire.

The arrival and development of racing in France
France, despite the very important place of the horse in its history, is a century behind in
improving the breed and is a spectator of the establishment of racing regulations. In 1683
under Louis XIV, a fervent horse lover, authorized a major international race. The first truly
French race took place at the end of the 18th century.
The importation of the English Purs Sang breed and the follow-up of the neighboring
example allowed French races to progress. In 1750, the Jockey Club was founded and then
in 1780 the Hippodrome de Vincennes was born. At the same time, Louis XIV increased the
prizes awarded to races which at the time were still exclusively devoted to the discipline of
galloping.
Subsequently, after being eliminated by the Revolutionaries by decree in 1790, the First
Empire reinstated them. Napoleon I, is considered the true founder of racing in France,
playing an important role in authorizing the opening of stud farms in 1905.
Breeding and production of French Thoroughbreds are favoured. For the anecdote and to
illustrate what has been said before in relation to the importance of the English example in
the development of French races: in 90% of French thoroughbreds the blood of English
Eclipse runs in their veins.
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In parallel with the regular development of flat races, trotting races appeared in 1937 for the first time
in Cherbourg. The trotters are of a different origin. It is born from the crossbreeding of English thoroughbreds with
a bidet, a stocky country horse.
At this time, this origin marked by its peasant component is mocked by the aristocrats invested in the gallop.
Two different models from a structural point of view of
medium are observable. This is still more or less the case today.

The Birth of the Modern Era of Horse Racing and Horse Betting
The end of the 19th century was marked by the opening of emblematic racecourses (Longchamp,
Deauville) and the creation of the SSC (Société de Steeple Chase).
At the beginning of the 20th century, the fight against doping began, the National Federation of Societies
of races was created and the first Prix de l'Arc de Triomphe on the flat and the Prix d'Amérique on the
trot were run in 1920. A few last important stages marked the development of the races to arrive at what
they have become today today, and in particular concerning the aspect of horse racing betting.
Clandestine bets disappear, among other bets at the fixed odds, and give way to the appearance of the PMU
in 1920. This principle of mutualisation of bets consists in the fact that the bettors do not play against an organization
but between themselves. The sums committed by the players are shared with the winners after deduction of the
organization's commission.

Related articles:
The horse and its history
the galloper

the trotter
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THE RACE ROUTE
The classic distance traveled in this type of flat event is 2400 meters, it can vary from 800
to just over 4000 meters.
In most cases, each horse has a preferential distance over which its effort
is optimal. Turfists speak of sprinters when describing horses specializing in short distances
(up to 1200 meters). Flyers are considered more efficient on courses of 1200 to 1400
meters. Milers for those who are more efficient over the mile (1600 meters) and finally
stayers for racehorses specializing in more classic distances (2400 meters).
The abilities of each depend on the work required of the horse in training in the morning
and also, as with humans, on their genetics. In practice, generally a horse is a mass of
muscle but we note that the more efficient the horses are over short distances, the more
their muscles are consequent (deep and thick neck,
very important shoulder, deep passage of strap and thigh of movers). On the contrary,
in the stayer, these muscles are lighter, the horse is visually more slender and frail. This
succinct reminder of the physical characteristics of racehorses highlights the need to
observe the visual aspect of each competitor.
A distance-related characteristic is the shape of the course. In addition to the classic course
modeled on the shape of the racecourse, some racetracks are the theater of so-called
straight line racing. It is necessary to take into account the special aptitude of horses for this
type of straight course.
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The race field and more particularly the composition of the tracks is subject to change
depending on the racetracks. This can have a particular impact on the performance of competitors,
their aptitude for this or that coating must be taken into account.

ÿ Grass tracks, which as their name suggests are made up of grass and are the most common in the
territory. Nevertheless for the recent tracks, the grass is left more and more aside.

The regular maintenance of the track as well as the recent weather have an impact on its condition. The
latter is communicated to racegoers on the morning of the races through a penetrometer index. It is
representative of the soil penetration resistance and therefore aims to define the state of the ground with
precision. Often during the meeting, the field at the
rope is damaged and the organizers shift the rope outwards in order to have suitable ground for the last
races. Be careful if this is not done, the ground becomes heavier and heavier and causes discomfort for some
horses. [Flat, Obstacle, Trot]

Correspondence
Penetrometer index State of the ground
Up to 2.2 Very light
2.3 - 2.7

Light

2.8 - 2.9

good light

3 - 3.2

good

3.3 - 3.4

Good flexible

3.5 - 3.7

Soft
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3.8 - 4.1

Very flexible

4.2 - 4.5

Sticky

4.6 - 5

Heavy

5.1 - and more

Very heavy

ÿ Grass tracks are gradually replacing grass tracks. Their state is dependent on the regions and
especially on the composition of the soil of the latter. Some tracks are soft, others firmer. [Gallop, Obstacle,
Trot]

ÿ Fiber sand tracks (PSF) are coated with a relatively stable complex mixture, impermeable to water, made
up of fibers, fatty substances and microparticles with the aim of keeping the track in a homogeneous state
over time and therefore abstraction as much as possible of atmospheric conditions. The state of the PSF is
not qualified by a penetrometric index but by adjectives: Slow, Standard, Fast, Very fast. [Flat, Trot] Sand
tracks are less common than PSF and tend to be replaced by the latter.

ÿ The pozzolan, orange-red tracks are also flexible, stable and effective in terms of resistance to
different weather conditions and facilitate the drainage of the track due to their high composition of volcanic
rock particles mixed with
Earth. [Trot]
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- The clinker tracks are made up of a coal combustion residue.
The advantage? This very special composition means that these tracks, with the help of
maintenance, fear no weather, rain or frost because the clinker prevents the appearance of puddles.
In summer, watering makes the track flexible so that it remains comfortable for the horses
and generally the trainers, jockeys/drivers are very happy with it. The beautiful Parisian cinder
of the Hippodrome de Vincennes is the perfect example. [Trot]

The music of a horse
When you want to bet on a race, it is often these sequences of numbers and letters present in
the description of each horse that you look at first. This is what is called in the world of turf,
music. The correct reading, understanding and interpretation of this element is essential before
wanting to bet.

WHAT DOES THE MUSIC REPRESENT?
The music is intended to provide information to bettors regarding a horse's past
performance. The music is limited to the last 10 races run by the horse.
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Reading direction: The race results are ordered chronologically from left to right, from the most recent
performance to the oldest, so the horse's last result can be read on the far left. Two figures in parentheses signify
the transition from one year to another.

The numbers (or letters) of the result: correspond to the rankings obtained on arrival.
- 1 means that the horse finished 1st, 2 second etc... Beyond the 9th place, it is a 0 which
is posted.
- D, disqualified horse
- T, fallen horse
- R, horse demoted often after investigation.
Discipline letters: they are located behind the classification and indicate the discipline in which it was
obtained.
- P : flat
- H : Haie
- S : Steeple-Chase
- C : Cross Country
- A: Hitched
- M: Mounted

EXAMPLES
EXAMPLE 1: 2s3h(19)3p5p.
From his music, we see that this horse is a galloper alternating between galloping disciplines:
steeplechase, hurdle race and flat race. He has just finished second in a steeplechase race last time.
During the current year, the penultimate race he participated in was a hurdle race where he obtained third
place. Then comes the (19) meaning we are interested in how this horse performed in 2019, he was placed
3rd and 5th in flat races.

EXEMPLE 2 : Dm5m(19)1a1aDa.
The horse presenting this music is a trotter who has run twice in 2020. He was disqualified during his last race
in the mounted trot, before that he had finished his course in 5th position also in the mounted. In 2019, no
mounted trot races, only harnessed trot races. He had won these last two races of the year
2019. Just before that he had been disqualified, still on the trot.
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The racehorse's entourage
Horse racing is the site of a very special economy and generates a large number of
activities. We are interested here in the people brought into regular contact with the
horse during its racing career. We define this set of people by talking about the entourage
including the owner(s), the trainer and the jockey/driver(s).
Mainly remunerated by winnings in races, these three major players take part in the
career of the horse in different ways by sharing the same interest: the success of the
horse in the race. This same common goal promotes the necessary and indispensable
relationship of trust.

THE OWNER

Obviously passionate about horse racing and horses in general, the owner is an important
link in the community.
Before belonging to anyone, the foal is with its breeder.
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Once the purchase is made, the animal belongs to the owner(s). It can be alone, in
association or in stables of groups.
To help the racehorse progress, the owner surrounds himself with specialists, including a
trainer.
In the race, a jacket, a tunic associated with its colors represents it.
The owner is free to choose, he can very well change trainer or sell his horse if he wishes.

THE COACH

The trainer is often considered the centerpiece of a horse's career. He often has two main
roles: adviser and manager.
Indeed, he accompanies the owner, sometimes advises him when buying or selling a
horse. He must be able to assess the quality of a horse in order to make the right choices.
Of course, its main mission remains the sporting aspect, with the main objective of developing
the horse, engaging it and preparing it for races within its stables.
Generally he is surrounded by a team made up of lads who take care of the
residents. The trainer therefore has above all an observation role, during each work
morning, he scrutinizes the gaits, watches for any possible problem, listens to their
breath... He is also required to work in close collaboration with equine professionals such as a
veterinarian, an osteopath and others..
It is often the same few trainers who train the best horses. It is often said that it is
the horse that makes the trainer, however the reputation of the best is not due to chance.
They are also called upon to select the horses they wish to train. Quality goes to quality.
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THE JOCKEY / DRIVER

The canter and mounted trot jockey, called harnessed trot driver, is the person chosen
by the trainer and owner to lead the horse during the race.
The jockey is above all an athlete who must be in optimal shape throughout the year to
bring the best to the horse.
Its importance is crucial, we realize it when we look at the success of each one. As with
everything, there are good ones and bad ones. The good jockey/driver is the one who does
not cause his horse to lose the race. For this, he must be in harmony with the animal in
order to best manage the effort and keep the energy necessary to obtain the best result on
arrival. Instructions, also called orders, are communicated to him by the trainer before the
race, providing information on the strategy to be adapted according to the horse.
During the race, the jockey/driver wears the jacket representing the colors of the owning
stable. At the trot, it regularly happens that these 3 functions are exercised by the same
person.
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THE RACES OF
GALLOP
Gallop racing categories
In 2020, nearly 10,000 gallopers of different genders, ages and levels are in training. So
that each of them can find commitments corresponding to their quality and aptitudes, a
variety of races are organized each day according to three principles:
- Races classified by level: they respect a very precise hierarchy and allow quickly to
establish groups of level. When the horse performs well, it climbs the rungs.
- Handicap races: they aim to give exactly the same theoretical chance to competitors who do
not necessarily have the same level. For this, we use a weight handicap which consists in making
the mount worn by the best horses in the race heavier.
- Claiming races: the participating horses are to be sold at auction after the
course.

An important clarification: when the notion of weight is mentioned on this page, we are obviously
talking about the weight carried by the horse (jockey + mount).

RACES CLASSIFIED BY LEVEL
As in football, handball, basketball, tennis etc... where we talk about divisions or even championships,
the races are categorized by level. We can image this by a pyramid whose top is made up of group
runs.
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This hierarchical structure allows a quick classification of horses by level and gives the opportunity to
each racehorse to be able to battle with competitors having theoretically a more or less equivalent level and
thus hope for success. In addition, depending on the age of the horses, their gains and other parameters,
weight differences may be applied.

GROUP RACES (I, II, III)
Number per year: 415 in Europe including 110 in
France

Allocation: From 80,000 to 2,000,000 Euros

This class of racing is the goal of every trainer, every owner. It is the one that includes the most prestigious
horse racing competitions in the world.
At the base of this category, the semi-classics: groups III and II often allow the elite to
to prepare for the more important deadlines to come and are an opportunity to shine for racehorses
not having all the necessary class to do so in the most beautiful: groups I. These latter, also called
classics, highlight, the cracks, the champions. Among these races, we can note the Prix de l'Arc de Triomphe,
a legendary flat race that takes place every year at the Hipordome de Longchamp.

It is important to point out that if the entourage considers (or not) a horse, he can, if he wishes, engage
his horse in a group. However, before doing this, coaches generally wait to have certainties at lower levels
in order to avoid appearing ridiculous and moreover having to pay the commitment for nothing (having a certain
cost for the groups).
Example race conditions:

For whole horses, geldings and mares 3 years and above. Weight: 3 years, 55 kg 1/2, 4 years and
above, 58 kg. The winner this year of a Group III race will lift 1 kg, of a
Group II, 2 kg, a Group I race, 3 kg.
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THE MAIN RACES OR LISTED RACES
Name of courses: 435

Grant: from 52,000 to 130,000 Euros

The main races category plays an intermediate role. Considered as the antechamber of group races, these high-level
races are sometimes a springboard for certain racehorse entourages who wish to rub shoulders with groups.

Example race conditions:
For 3-year-old colts, geldings and fillies that have never won a Group race.
Weight: 58k.

CONDITIONAL RACES
Number of strokes: high

Allowance: From 13,000 to 55,000

Below the group races and the main races are the condition races.
The latter are characterized by a letter, going from G to A and whose level as well as the allocations distributed
rise in an increasing way (G being the worst category and A the best).

This level classification is possible by applying to each race specific registration conditions that must be
respected by the horse. Thus the selection of participants takes place. The criteria that can be used are various:
age, gender, earnings, race, recent performances,
number of wins etc.
The better a horse is, the more likely it is to "go up the alphabet" before eventually being valued enough by those
around it to run Listed races or groups.
Example race conditions:
For 3-year-old colts, geldings and fillies that have never won. Weight: 58k. Horses that have not received 4,000 places this year will
receive 2k.

Tier Ranked Race Tips:
- The races of good levels are generally easier to decipher because the value of the horses is known. It is often
necessary to privilege the favorites.
- It is important to look at the way the horse ran previously rather than just its music. A horse descending in category,
finishing badly classified but having shown its recent form in a higher category is often a base in a lower category. Just
like a horse that has just won well, can move up in category brilliantly.
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- Beware of young horses going from a G or F race... to a race a few steps higher in a short time.
The trainer must estimate him and he thinks he is capable of hitting the mark at this entry level of
competition.

HANDICAP RACES

A regular support of Quinté, the role of handicap races is to give each competitor the same
chance of winning for all the participants in a
course.
ÿ Each horse is assigned a so-called handicap value. The handicapper is the person assigning this
value representative of the level of the horse. It evolves over the course of the races according to
the performance of the animal. The handicap value increases when the horse achieves a good
performance and decreases in the opposite case (the smallest is 17, those of the cracks exceed 50).
ÿ For each race, a so-called reference value is assigned. The lower the value, the better the
level.
This principle of pseudo-equality of opportunity is implemented by weight penalties attributed to
each horse participating in a race. The sum of the race reference value and the horse's handicap
value determines the weight carried by the horse.
Handicap weight = Handicap value (horse) + Reference value (race)
Thus, the higher the horse's handicap value, the more weight it will carry. The handicapper is
said to have worked well when the finish is tight.

Example race conditions:
Divided handicap - first event - Class 1 - 4 years and over - Ref.:+20 - New track, 2nd post
- Grass - Rope right

Based on this example a race with a good handicap level having a reference value of +20.
Three horses, A, B and C and their respective values: 40, 35, 17.
Horse A will have to carry 60 kg: 60 (Handicap weight) = 40 (Handicap value (horse)) + 20 (Reference
value (race))
Horse B will have to carry 55 kg. He will therefore have an advantage of 5 kg over horse A.
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Horse C should carry only 32 kg, which is impossible. Despite the handicap, horse C has too low
a value to run against horse A and horse B."

Handicap racing tips:
- Look at the result but also at the way the horses have run lately: a horse that has just
won a handicap class and is therefore penalized can continue when it has
obtained his victory with authority.

- Beginners in race handicap can be a winning choice because their handicap value
can be lower than their real value.
- Beware of a horse leaning on the side during its last races and not having made the
finish. It comes down in category with no doubt big ambitions.
- Differentiate the handicap weight determined using the values and the riding weight, which
is the real weight carried by the horse. It can be lower with a discharge when the trainer uses
an apprentice jockey. This is also the case for women jockeys: 2 kg offload. It can also be
higher if the jockey has exceeded his weight by
form indicated on the program.
- Listen to those around you: the strategy of those around you is important to take into
account. By aligning the good performances, a horse generally arrives at the level of a value
where the quality of the opposition is equivalent to its own quality. Instead of fighting for
places, some entourages favor more favorable future commitments, taking less interest in a
few races in order to lower the value of the horse.

RACES TO CLAIM

Claiming races have a particular specificity, the horses participating in them are to be
auctioned at the end of the race. The weight carried by the horse during the competition
depends on one criterion: the minimum price, also called the protest rate, set by the
entourage within the limits of the race conditions. The more the entourage asks for it, the more
the horse is sportingly penalized for carrying weight.
Auctions are by secret ballot. It is the most "generous" bidder who wins the horse on
which he has bid.
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Example race conditions:
Flat - To be claimed - €27,000 - 2000m - 9 runners - Grass - rope: on the right - Jockey-Club track
For colts, geldings and fillies of 3 years old, put to claim for 28.000, 34.000 or 40.000.
Weight: 56k. Horses put to claim for 34,000 will carry 1 k.1/2; for 40,000, 3k. Furthermore, the
horses having, this year, received an allocation of 13,000 will carry 2 k. ; several allocations of
13,000.4 k.
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the galloper
At the gallop, the presentation round is the place where everyone meets before the race, the
jockeys there saddle the horses and receive the last instructions from the trainer.
Some racegoers will tell you: everything is decided on the presentation ring. To say that is
undoubtedly an exaggeration because it is not necessarily the most beautiful who wins and the physique of the
horse is not the solution to the equation. Nevertheless it is true that having the chance to see the
horses up close before the race can guide the bettor by crossing the elements observed in the
theoretical analysis. This is obviously a matter of experience and intuition.

GALOPING BREEDS
The vast majority of gallopers running flat races are English Thoroughbreds,
fruits of crosses between English mares and Oriental stallions, made by the
British in the 18th century. Their main quality is speed. They quickly established themselves as
masters of flat races. Their physique is mainly marked by a thin head, long limbs and a square frame.

Conversely, flat races, obstacle races are generally composed of
different breeds of horses. The English Thoroughbreds are present there alongside the AngloArabs resulting from a cross between the English Thoroughbreds and the Arab. This "mix" of quality:
size, speed and power of the Thoroughbred coupled with the holding, resistance and ability
to carry the weight of the Arab make the Anglo-Arab an almost ideal horse for this type of test.
The Selle Francais, the result of a cross between English Thoroughbreds and Norman mares, has
also forged a strong reputation in the world of jumping. Obviously,
the AQPS (Other Than Thoroughbred) complete the batches and are often very effective. This breed
has the particularity of not having its own stallions (these are the English Thoroughbred stallions).

THE PHYSICS OF THE GALOPEUR
Before looking specifically at the model, dwell on the behavior of the horses:
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Analyze his movement, his way of walking, his state of stress... Some young or more experienced gallopers
stretch out on arrival in the presentation ring. The crowd present as well as the fact of changing the environment
can disturb some of them. It is important to pay attention to this because energy can be spent on it. And if this is
the case until the start, a few minutes, it is always problematic.

At the physical level, what do we have to look at in order to learn from it?
A galloper must observe himself globally and in comparison with his adversaries. There is obviously an element
of subjectivity even if the beauty of the horse should not be confused with its propensity to run well. Overall, you
have to like the general appearance of the horse, that you feel that he is in good shape. A few important things:

ÿ Relaxed horse,
ÿ Presenting a harmonious pattern

,

neither too round nor too thin,

ÿ Showing prominent muscles,
ÿ A shiny coat,
ÿ A very white fundus often described as a sign of form in horses.
It is also necessary to take into account the race conditions and in particular the distance to be covered.
In comparison to humans, ideally a long distance horse will present a slender and light build. The sprinter
will be more massive, muscular with significant points of strength (massive neck, broad shoulders, muscular
thighs).
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The start on the flat
A failed start very often rhymes with a lost race on the flat. It is given stopped, more
precisely when the horses and jockeys are in the starting stalls. Each compartment is
numbered in increasing order from the rope (inside edge of the track, indicated by the curb)
to the outside of the track. The positions of the competitors are determined in advance by
drawing lots. Please note that the horse's number is not necessarily its string number. The
latter is noted on the program.

Entry into the stalls is done gradually from the back, from the smallest to the largest
rope numbers. When all the pairs made up of horses and jockeys are in place, the
starter gives the start. All the "boxes" open automatically, the race begins.
It is generally the numbers on the string side that are the most envied, especially when
the start of the first bend is close to the start because by staying in its place, a horse will
theoretically cover less distance than a competitor located outside it. However, depending
on the state of the terrain, it is sometimes preferable to be located further outside in order
to take advantage of more advantageous portions at speed.
Has your favorite horse been assigned an all-out number? Don't eliminate it though. All the
races are not only arrivals of small numbers... That would be too much
simple. The string number is a criterion to be taken into account but a "bad"
placement is not unacceptable. Some horses play wait-and-see. Their strategy is therefore
to wait until the last moment of the race to draw a nice straight line. These horses are not
necessarily penalized by an away number.
State of the ground, distance, strategy etc... The rope number is to be analyzed as a
whole.
LET'S GO !! At this precise moment, bets are closed.
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The artifices at a gallop
Artifices can be defined as accessories, sometimes subject to ethical controversy, that
are added to the horse in order to improve its performance by stimulating it and putting it
more to work. They are not all intended to directly stimulate the horse but rather to
influence the parameters allowing the animal to give the best of itself.
On the racecourses, we turfists, are brought to see some of these elements:
ÿ Performance improvement: Blinkers
ÿ Improvement of behavior: Blinkers, earplugs,
ÿ Improved control: Bit, Tongue attachment, Nose-Band
ÿ Protection: Collars, gaiters, bells, strap gutters, foams, bandages etc.

BLINDERS
At a gallop these are the most used tricks. Their purpose is not to open the horse's view
of the environment too much, knowing that a horse has a 340° perception unlike us
(180°).
Before the race, this reassures the horse and avoids the onset of nervousness or even
stress, ignoring those around you. When racing, blinkers can help the horse focus more
seriously on his work.
The wearing of blinkers for the first time by a horse can significantly improve its value due
to the surprise effect or vice versa. Also, some horses do not run well without blinkers. The
influence of the latter is changing according to each horse (character, age etc.). It's really
case by case (see past performance with and without).
The more or less closed classic blinkers and the Australian blinkers: also called sheepskin,
voluminous bands are placed below the eyes of the horses and leave a wider field of
vision than the classic ones.
The presence of this device is indicated on the program:

EAR PLUGS
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These artifices are also used to prevent the horse from being disturbed and stressed by the
sound environment. Contrary to the trot, since 2007, the plugs in the gallop are fixed during
the race, they cannot be removed by the jockey.
In racing, coaches sometimes prefer hats that also include blinkers.
Earmuffs, corks, foam or cotton, etc.: there are many solutions.

THE BIT
The bit is one of the essential parts of the harness. It slips into the horse's mouth coupled
with the bridle (harness placed on the horse's head) and is connected to the reins allowing
the jockey to manage the movement of his partner. In fact, the bits have actions on the palate
and the tongue to which the horse is sensitive.
Many types of bits exist, differentiated by their composition but also their principle of
solicitation. You will find details here.

THE BRACKET OR THE NET

The net or bridle is the part of the harness placed on the horse's head making the connection
between the bit and the queens. More or less "severe" nets or bridles exist. The nose band
consists of "closing" the horse's mouth. It is commonly used in animals
having character.
Increasingly, farms tend to be "nice" in order to answer the question of animal welfare.

THE LANGUAGE ATTACHMENT

Used less at the gallop than at the trot, its purpose is to prevent the horse from preventing the
action of the bit by means of tongue movements.

Well-being, not well-being...? The question is asked.
Since May 2018, tongue ties have been banned in German horse racing.
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THE RACES OF
TROT
Trotting racing categories
Like galloping, there are different types of races at trotting, those respecting the level
categories with or without handicap and the races to claim.

LEVEL CATEGORIES
In France, several thousand trotters are in training, obviously presenting
level differences. This is why a system of categories exists so that each
race organized by the parent company LE TROT, corresponds to the current level of
competitors taking part in it. Same as trotting and riding, it's a pyramid system
hierarchized from the base to the elite.

The so-called group races are the most beautiful, those where the level is the highest and
the allocations the most important. This is even truer when talking about Group I.
Participation in this type of race requires compliance with relatively high earnings criteria.
Races with conditions are the most numerous. To each of them, a letter ranging from G
to A is assigned. The G races are those whose level is the lowest, the allocations are also
the least important. The higher the letter tends in the alphabet, the higher the level.
Several variables, also called race conditions, make it possible to define the profile of the
participants in each competition. They can be related to the sex, the age or even the gains
of the horses accumulated during the career. A low limit and a high limit make it possible
to combine horses with
theoretically an equivalent quality.
Example :
Stroke F 16.000. - Harnessed, males. - 2,325 meters. 7,200, 4,000, 2,240, 1,280, 800, 320, 160.- allocated
by the SECF For colts and geldings of 4 years old (G), not having won 9.500.

Race E 20.000. - Mounted. - 2,950 meters. 9,000, 5,000, 2,800, 1,600, 1,000, 400, 200.- allocated by the
SECF For 6 to 9 years inclusive (B to E), not having won 104,000. Weight advantage (see Conditions
General).

Regularly and aiming to give rise to races with a good number of starters, the racing
conditions can be wide. When this is the case, a principle of handicap "rebalances" the
chances between the competitors.
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To do this, when trotting, distance performance is used. It simply consists of extending the
distance to be covered for the richest horses (from a threshold defined in the race conditions)
compared to the others entered. The distance yield is often 25 meters, it can also be 50 to
75 meters in some competitions. Its implementation is simple: different starting posts for the
volley starts are spaced out by the distance to be returned. Horses at the limit of the decline
of a few hundred euros are always to be watched, they are said to have a good theoretical
commitment.
Example :
Race D 33.000. - Hitched. - 2,925 meters. 14,850, 8,250, 4,620, 2,640, 1,650, 660, 330.- allocated by the
SECF For 6 to 10 years inclusive (A to E), not having won 239,000. - Setback of 25 m. 119,000.

RACES TO CLAIM
In this type of competition, also called R races, the participating trotters are all up for
auction after the race. Framed by the race conditions, the rate
claim or minimum bid price is decided by the entourage. When the latter chooses a high
protest rate (within the limits of the conditions) then the horse will start with a distance
handicap. On the contrary, if a competitor's protest rate is the basic one fixed in the
conditions, then the horse will not have a distance to return.
Example race conditions:
Race R Race "TO CLAIM" 12.000. - Hitched. - 2,950 meters. 5400, 3000, 1680, 960, 600, 240,
120.- allocated by the SECF For 5 and 6 years (E and F), to be claimed for 10,000 or 16,000. - Advance of
25m. to horses to be claimed for 10,000.

After the race, potential buyers have fifteen minutes to put a purchase slip in the
ballot box corresponding to the horse of their choice. The highest bidder becomes the owner
of the horse.
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The pre-race trot
The two hours preceding the race are often rich in lessons and may or may not confirm the
study of the paper previously carried out.
Indeed, generally twice, we have the opportunity to see the competitors warming up before
the race. The first, one to two hours before departure called heat
and the second a few minutes before the start called canter.

THE HEATS
The heat corresponds to the horse's first contact with the track of the day. Most of the time it
is the jockey/driver who is associated with the trotter. It generally takes place one hour before
the race (between two races) and is rebroadcast just before the competition concerned, by the
Equidia channel.
These few minutes are important for us racegoers because they give real indications by
allowing the observation of the physique of the competitors, the devices used as well as the
action of each one. The intensity of the warm-up requested by the pilot depends on the horse,
the track, the weather...
This moment is also essential for the entourage who is attentive to the smallest detail that can be
modified in order to improve future performance in the race. Modify the plumbs, change the
artifices or other... After these possible few modifications, the
trotter can perform a second heat. Taking the horse out of the stables several times and trotting
it to relax it is appreciated by some trainers.

THE CANTERS
The canter takes place a few minutes before the race. It is carried out by the pilot associated
in horse racing after his passage to the scales. Scenarios of departures followed by slight
accelerations make up the majority of canters. These warm-ups are often less demonstrative
than the heats because they are less pushed to avoid straining the horse.
Like the heat, it can be decisive in the choice of the bet placed a few seconds before the
race by taking into account its paces, its behavior, its overall action. As a general rule, a
horse galloping at the canter is not reassuring, however it can have the opposite behavior
when running; A trotter that does not touch
the ground, it is also said to fly which means that the horse makes a good impression and
therefore presents good guarantees for the race. Matter of impressions.
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Ways of starting at the trot
In France, there are two ways to perform the start at the trot: the volte start and the start
on autostart. The peculiarities of each have consequences on the race.

THE DEPART TIMES

Object 1

This way of starting, a French specialty, is regularly used in the harnessed trot and always
in the mounted trot. Competitors gather in the starting area at the edge of the track.
Sometimes on two rungs when there are horses with distance performance.
Without predefined order, the jockeys/drivers guide the horses on the track then make the
necessary quarter turn to be in the direction of the race, this is called the volte. Nowadays,
lasers are used to ensure that horses start on the same line without one or more horses
starting too early. Otherwise the start is not validated and is resumed.
Some more or less nervous horses can go off on the wrong leg while spinning and lose all
chances from the start. For these horses, the trainers favor when they can, a rolling start:
the autostart.
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AUTOSTART DEPARTURE

Object 2

This starting mode allows the horses to start launched. The autostart is a car equipped
with significant power and equipped with wings behind which the competitors line up.
Gradually and automatically and programmed, the car accelerates and "releases" the
horses. The race begins. Some horses like this start mode, others don't. There are really
autostart specialists who tend to favor horses with speed.
Placement of horses
Behind the autostart, the number of places per line is often 8 (9 at Vincennes). Due to the
rules, it is the richest horses that are on the first line.
Each driver must respect the number assigned to his horse beforehand, by drawing lots.
Trainers, drivers and also racegoers are vigilant to this number because it determines the
placement of the horse inside, in the placed
center or
onoutside
the rope.
the track. Number 1 is the one
,

The most envied numbers are often those on the front row, leaving the driver completely
free to start his horse as he wishes and to have the advantage of giving up no lengths. It
is especially the numbers 3-4-5-6 in the center that are considered the best. First of all,
they allow you to take advantage of the suction of the car and also to avoid getting wrapped
in the rope (number 1-2-9-10) while not going through superfluous paths as it can be. away
case (8-9-15-16).
Indeed, with a number located at the ends, a generally significant effort at the start
is necessary, 1 and 2 not to get locked up, and 7-8 not to end up too far from the lead.
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The distance and the shape of the track influences the impact of the numbers. When the
distances are short (1600 meters sometimes) and for the sake of placement, everyone
accelerates keeping the pace steady throughout the race, in this case it can be difficult to
make the necessary effort to get out of a bad number without jeopardizing his chances of
victory. This is also the case when the straights are short and therefore the turns return
quickly, not necessarily allowing the horses on the outside to return easily to the front.
However, these placement stories are more or less disturbing depending on the race
strategy adopted. A wait-and-see horse accustomed to running hidden will be less bothered
by number 1 or a number in the second line than number 9. Moreover, for a quality trotter
in relation to the facing lot, the number does not have a prohibitive character.
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The race route
The course of the trotting races always follows the oblong shape of the racecourse. Despite this, the
many French racecourses welcoming trotters offer courses with particular characteristics.

THE RACECOURSE ROPE
The rope of a racecourse designates the inside of the track, so its side depends on the direction in
which the competitors turn on the racecourse. When they traverse the loop in the direction of the
clocks, one speaks about rope on the right quite simply because the interior of the track is on their right.
Contrary to the clockwise direction, we speak of a left-hand rope, also known as a "left-hand course".
In the race, the pace of the trot being forced, some horses are more comfortable rope to the left or rope
to the right, to maintain the necessary pace without giving in to the gallop during the race. For others, the
rope doesn't matter.
The courses of the Parisian racecourses (Vincennes and Enghien) are on the left.
This is a disadvantage for some very good horses having the Parisian level but
turning only to the right.

THE DISTANCE OF THE COURSE
From 1600 meters to 4500 meters, the distance to be covered according to the races varies, there is
something for everyone and each horse has its preference. The so-called classic distance is 2700
meters. When the course is shorter, it is called a speed course, on the contrary the long courses are
characterized as holding courses.
Regularly on the programs of trotting races, we can notice that competitors must return the distance
due to the race conditions. Whether this return of distance is 25 or 50 meters, it takes place in
practice with twisted starts at different posts, starting rungs separated by the distance to be returned
by the horses behind.
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THE COURSE PROFILE
Most racecourses hosting trotting races are said to have a flat track.
Nevertheless, there are exceptions including the beautiful Paris Vincennes racecourse or
one of the two tracks has a descent as well as a climb. As for the rope, it can be a brake
for some horses and others know how to adapt their effort to make a difference.
In addition, racetracks have more or less accentuated curves, more or less long straight
lines. These parameters tend to favor certain running, offensive, wait-and-see strategies...
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Mileage reductions
An essential index when studying the chances of different trotters at the start of a competition,
the reduction in kilometers is calculated individually after each race. It provides information on
the average time taken by the horse to cover one kilometer
in a given race. We also talk about looks. It is often used to estimate the value of a trotter. Generally,
it is between 1'10 and 1'20.
Let's take the example of a horse achieving a race time on a course of 1600 meters of T = 1
minute 48 seconds and 4 tenths (i.e. 108.4 seconds) . The mileage reduction is obtained by
bringing this performance back to 1000 meters using the rule of 3: (1000*T)/1600 = 67.6 seconds
i.e. a kilometric reduction of 1 minute 7 seconds and 6 tenths (1.'7''06). For information it is
moreover, the race record achieved in 2018 by Homicide Hunter in the United States, i.e. an average
54.5 km/h.

RACE PARAMETERS
The information provided by this index is valuable and is a tool for comparing
different candidates. We will be more attracted to horses with the lowest mileage reductions.
Also, a horse beating its mileage record is often considered a fit horse. However, relying
only on the raw analysis of this value is a mistake. To do well, it is necessary to correlate this
time to the known race conditions as well as using the replay and your
subjectivity to the progress of the race through different criteria:
The racecourse and its track profile: Certain layouts are known to improve
mileage reduction, unlike others. Especially in relation to the presence or not of a slight drop.
The discipline concerned: It's mechanical, trotters are generally faster when harnessed than
mounted.
Distance: Effort management is a function of distance. Also pay attention to distance
yields when there are any.
The starting mode: A rolling start, at the autostart tends to improve the mileage reduction, beware!
Composition and condition of the track: PSF, cinder, grass. The ground influences performance.
Dry, wet, heavy... His condition too.

PROGRESS CONDITIONS
The rhythm of the race: When the race is strategic, a false rhythm sets in and it is better not to
rely too much on the mileage reduction. Hence the importance of transit times.
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The final behavior: If a horse travels the last 500 or 1000 meters at high speed, it is always
interesting to note it.
The weather: If the track is covered in snow, the horses will go slower. The heat can also
influence the time upwards for some competitors.
Facts of the race: Delay following a bad start, embarrassed to the post etc... Sometimes the
chrono is misleading compared to the real performance of the horse.
Disqualified horses: There is no information on their mileage reductions, yet a
horse may have behaved well during the race by finishing first for example and disqualified
after investigation.
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The tricks at the trot
Very little used in the disciplines of galloping, artifices are omnipresent in trotting
meetings. Although the trot is a gait for the horse, the race trot is said to be "upset".
The artifices all have the same objective: to keep the horse at the trot while improving
its performance directly or indirectly by putting it in the best conditions.
There are different elements of trotting support, acceleration stimulation and protection.
Knowing them, knowing how to spot them and understanding the choices of the entourage
concerning them bring to the racegoers a plus in their selection. You will find below the
most common fireworks at racetracks:
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KEEPING THE HORSE AT A TROT
THE BELLS

Bells are often used in trotters to balance gaits. Indeed, more or less heavy, they make it
possible to bring weight in a simple way either to the anterior, posterior or to the 4 limbs.
Some modifications can be made after the horse has warmed up depending on the feelings
of the jockey/driver.
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THE RELIEF DRIVE

In general, the check is a mechanical means acting on the position of the
head. In racing, the reliever is often used. Its purpose is to maintain the position of the
horse's head to facilitate the ample action of its strides without it racing.

THE MARTINGALE

The martingale is also considered as part of the reins. Contrary to the lifter, it has to make
the gaits "square" and to limit the movements of the head of the horse and in particular for
the horses tending to raise the head to escape from the hand of the jockey/driver.

TO GO FASTER
EAR PLUGS/CAP

Horses are like humans, sensitive even more to the sound environment.
Cotton caps, cloth or caps are solutions to reduce noise in order to reassure the horse.
Also, in the mounted or harnessed trot, the one that leads to the possibility, in
race, to unclog the ears. This suddenly stimulates the horse (hoofbeats, crowd,
competitors, encouragement from jockeys/drivers). This is often used in the final phase and
can re-motivate sensitive horses.
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BLINKERS

In some cases, limiting the horse's vision to its sides reassures it and allows it to concentrate
more on its action. As for the earplugs, at the trot, the blinkers can be folded down during
the race. This spurs some horses down the stretch. For others, the wearing of this artifice
is on the contrary has a negative impact.
The blinkers can be classic or called "sheepskin".

DEFERRAGE

Iron removal is often known to people who are passionate about horse racing. It consists
of removing weight from the horse, improving its proprioception as well as blood circulation
allowing it to benefit from an additional influx.
As explained here in more detail, it is not suitable for every horse but is often an indicator
of certain form.
It is always interesting to find out about any changes made by those around you in
relation to a horse's last races. Wearing blinkers for the first time, earplugs? This is
always to be taken into account. Must also
take the time to look at the horse's performance over the long term to observe a possible
causal link.

TO PROTECT
Like all athletes, racehorses are protected whether in training,
during transport and while running. Specific equipment allows the protection of the limbs,
such as gaiters, protection placed at the level of the legs, knee protection, bandages, collar,
foam, strap gutters etc....
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The shoe of the trotter
On each racecourse and in each pmu, these expressions are heard regularly:
posteriors, anteriors, fours... Horseshoe removal is often considered to be one of the
most important criteria for the bettor. Some of them do not trust trotters who are not
referred. So what should we really think about it?

WHAT IS RACING RELEASE?
Irons have a dual role: protection and balance. The presence of these metal
plates avoid premature wear of the horn of the feet. In addition, by adapting to the shape
of each foot, the shoes make it possible to adjust the horse's poor natural posture.
Increasingly used, shoe removal simply consists of removing the shoes from a horse before
the start of the race after careful preparation of the feet during the weeks preceding the
race. They are either all removed or removed 2 by 2 in order to maintain lateral balance. It
is the farrier who carries out this mission. Since 2009, the hardware
entered trotters is indicated on the race programs as follows:

THE DEFERRAGE IN THE RACE, WHY?
Removing the shoes from a trotter often improves this performance. Their withdrawal
makes it possible to gain in lightness, to improve the proprioception by leaving the direct
contact of its feet with the ground, this contributes to make the gaits of the animal more
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natural. Another positive consequence is the deformation of the hoof causing significant
vascularization in this area leading to better blood oxygenation and tissue perfusion (see
the impact of iron on blood circulation on a horse carrying only 'an iron). All of these
parameters make it possible to gain speed. According to some recent studies, shoe
removal improves the mileage reduction of a trotter on average by one second.

Thermography - Dr Strasser - veterinarian

To defer a horse is first to worry about its health because horses do not always have feet.
It is up to the trainer to judge and make the choice of iron removal in order to optimize the
performance of his resident without harming his health.
In the case of fragile horses, substitution devices exist. Resin plates can be adapted in
order to protect while having more or less the "iron removal effect". Also, it is common for
weighted bells to be put in place in order to re-balance the gaits while being without irons.
It is for these reasons of fragility or poise that some horses cannot be unshod or only
partially. This was also the case of the Ready Cash champion, unshod only once of the 4
with a disqualification in the key because instead of making his gaits more aerial, the horse
was unbalanced without the weight of the shoes.
For information, since 2013 trotters under 4 years old cannot be unshod.

DEFERRAGE AND BETTING
Statistically, the arrivals of the races prove it: unshod horses have a definite
advantage over their unshod opponents. Whatever the horse, the removal of shoes is
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often synonymous with increased competitiveness and is an essential criterion in the eyes of
racegoers.
The risk of injury induced by too frequent shoe removal requires real management of the good
condition of the trotters' feet. This is why they are not always unshod in the race. So, when the
horse is, it is without doubt that the race is targeted and that the trainer puts all the chances on his
side to obtain the best possible result.
Sure, iron removal is a sign of good form. The reverse is not true, a horse can be in very good shape
but not be unshod for several reasons: condition of the feet, type of ground, impossibility in relation to
its gaits.
Even more "flashy", iron removal for the first time. The feeling of freedom felt by the horse is
often imaged by the removal of ski boots in humans. This "surprise" effect facilitates the action
of the horse so that it can give the best of itself and achieve a performance sometimes above its
value. This
effect may or may not repeat.
Deferring is an important clue in the puzzle allowing, by studying the paper, to eliminate certain
applications such as those for example of ferred horses only realizing their good performances being
deferred. The correlation of the shoe with the performance of the horse is essential to take into
account because some horses run just as well with their shoes as without.
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